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Ms. Susan K. Whatley
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box X
Chemical Technology Division
Building 4500N, MS 211
Oak Ridge, TN 37831
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GBirchard, RES

Dear Ms. Whatley:
SUBJECT:

REVIEW OF OCTOBER MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR B0290 "LABORATORY
EVALUATION OF DOE RADIONUCLIDE SOLUBILITY DATA AND SELECTED
RETARDATION PARAMETERS, EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGIES, LABORATORY
TECHNIQUES, AND PROCEDURES"

I have reviewed the October, 1984 Monthly Progress Report dated November 8,
1984 for the subject contract. Based on my review, progress to date is
satisfactory. Furthermore, the technical content of this Progress Report is
excellent and, along with the information supplied to me on my trip to Oak
Ridge, has helped clarify many of the questions I had concerning the contract.
However, I would like to discuss several points and questions arising from my
review of the report.
For the sorption experiments, it may be advisable to report results as ranges
1 standard deviation. The level
of values (e.g., x<Rs<y), and not as a mean
of confidence in the experimental values implied by use of the term "standard
deviation" is greater than that which could be obtained when only three samples
per experiment are analyzed.
An alternative explanation for the observation that no measurable sorption of
technetium occurs above initial technetium concentrations of 10 4M is possible.
If one takes the statement that "no sorption occurs at concentrations greater
than x" literally, then Figure A (enclosure) would be drawn. This diagram is
obviously incorrect. However, by using the theoretical sorption isotherm
(Kelmers, 1984) and recognizing that the sorption ratio is a function of
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initial and final radionuclide concentrations in the liquid, an alternative
explanation becomes apparent.

Figure B illustrates that the change in

concentrations in the liquid ()

approaches zero as the initial radionuclide

concentration in the liquid becomes much greater than the final radionuclide
concentration in the solid.

Thus, at high radionuclide concentrations in the

liquid, calculated Rs is zero even though the maximum amount of radionuclide is
sorbed onto the solid.

Disregarding radioactive decay, sorption on the vessel

walls, etc., the sorption ratio, Rs, can be calculated from
Rs = (ml/g)((counts; - countsf)/countsf)l
where ml is the milliliters of liquid, g is the grams of solid, counts is the
number of decays in the liquid per unit time, i is initial, and f is final.
From this equation, it is apparent that at constant Rs the ratio of phases can
be changed so that (counts1 - countsf) * 0. Thus, by decreasing the water:rock
ratio, the region

n which sorption ratios can be measured (calculated) is

increased.
I suggest that Table 1 (page 3) could have been improved by including a column
listing the final Tc concentrations

n the liquid.

By my calculations, these

can be significantly different from the initial concentations.
Why is it that you consider the microcrystalline components of the mesostasis
as the most chemically reactive components?

Would not the glass be more

reactive (less stable)?
The neptunium study involving various particle sizes is extremely interesting.
By varying the duration of these experiments it might be possible to determine
if the Rs values for different particle sizes are kinetically or
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thermodynamically (equilibrium) controlled. I suggest that inasmuch as the
particle size appears to be significant for neptunium sorption, mention of
particle sizes used for the technetium studies would have been appropriate.
Please keep me informed regarding progress in the surface area versus particle
size discrepancy discussed on page 6. If any one involved in B0290 or B0287
has a description of the BET method of determining surface area, I would
appreciate a copy.
One aspect of the extraction method for determining valence of neptunium
species makes no sense to me. The sum of the percent distribution of the
neptunium valences can be less than, equal to, or greater than 100. I can
envision cases where the sum is less than 100 but have trouble coming up with a
reason for the sum to be greater than 100 (unless this results from poor
counting statistics). I would appreciate a copy of the published article(s)
describing the extraction techniques including proposed chemical reactions for.
technetium and neptunium.
In the discussion of sample characterization, the mesostasis is incorrectly
called a "phase." Instead, it is composed of more than one phase. What is the
evidence that the iron-rich globules are amorphous? The crystallinity and
composition of the iron-rich phases could strongly influence oxidation
potential of the host rock.
By not analyzing for Na in the mesostasis,
evidence concerning the volatility of the glass under election bombardment s
missing. This information could be important in verifying the accuracy of the
analyses.
Leaking polypropylene tubes are described on page 9 of the report. What
percentage of the tubes leak? The assumption is that 9 5mTc loss is
proportional to the volume loss.
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Your concern of isotopic equilibrium is valid especially at low temperatures
(e.g. see n a vs l/T for 1B,0_160, 2 D-1 H, 34S-32S, etc.). The low temperatures
result in considerable partitioning of the isotopes between species. To your
advantage, the high molecular weight of the radionuclides should reduce the
degree of partitioning as predicted by quantum mechanics.
The action taken by this letter is considered to be within the scope of the
current contract FIN B-0290. No change to cost or delivery of contract
products is authorized. Please notify me immediately if you believe this
letter would result in changes to costs or delivery of contract products.
Sincerely,

John W. Bradbury
Geochemistry Section
Geotechnical Branch
Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards
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LOG CONCENTRATION IN LIQUID
Figure A
No measureable sorption at initial concentrations
greater than X. Diagram incorrectly illustrates
sorption conditions.
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LOG CONCENTRATION IN LIQUID
Figure B
Theoretical sorption isotherm. Arrows
indicate change of liquid-solid compositions
With time. At point A, the amount of
radionuclide in the liquid is much greater
than the amount on the solid.
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